Dear Parents and Guardians,

A reminder, this Wed. Sept. 16th will be a 3 hour early dismissal due to Staff Development. Thank you!

**Spelling-** Words with short i. Words are: *if, is, him, rip, fit, pin.* We will be taking the test on these words Thursday because of the Noon dismissal on Wed.

**Reading-** *The Storm*
New vocabulary words are: *for, he, have, what, too, look.* Test Fri. Sept 18th. The phonics part of the test will be given Thurs. Sept. 17th.

**Writing-** Using text evidence to write answers to questions, Focus on a topic and write a caption for a drawing. (Topic, main idea and details.)

**Math-** Reviewing telling time to the hour, decompose numbers by breaking them into two parts, part-part –total (3+2=5). Finding two parts that total ten.

**Language-** Possessive nouns.

**Phonics-** Words with short i. Consonants r, h, b, g, and /s/. Phonogram it.

**Handwriting-** Capital H, h.

**Social Studies-** Being a good citizen, different kinds of groups, and people following laws.

Thank you,
Mrs. Yaniga